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On the eompletion of unitorm spaces

One of the principal results in the theory of uniform spaces is the possi-

bility of imbedding an arbitrary uniform space in a complete uniform space

as a dense subspace. This problem has been treated by Bounnexr ([1], [2])
in two different ways. To the present author it seems that the situation
becomes more lucid, if the construction of Bourbaki is modified by using a
trick of Kower,sxv ([3], p. 159). This modification yields the following,
more precise result:

Theorem: Ior eaery uniform space E there eti,sts a comgi,ete wnr,form

spa,ce fr, cantai,ning E as a il,ense subsgtace, and, such that euery ytoint

oY fr - U ;,s To-segtarateil, from eaerg other Ttoint of E. Two comTtlete

spa,ces fr, and, frr, satisfying these conilitions, are always uniformly i,so-

morphi,c and, eaen in such a, wq,y that the i,ilenti,ty rna,pplng E --> E has a

un'ique e*tens'ion to a un'iform isomorphism fir-- frr.

Corollary: Ior eaerg uniform To-sTtace D there er,i,sts a comgilete uni,-

form To-spa"" fr, containing E as a il,ense subsTtace. If h, and, h, or"
two comgi,ete To-spaces, contain'ing E as a ilense subspace, then the id,entitg

magtpi,ng E-->E has a unique ertension to a uni,form,isomorphi,sm frr--fi*

The purpose of this paper is to prove the theorem stated above and
deduce the corollary from it.

If (E,to) is a uniform space, lo being its uniformity, we denote the
uniform topology of (D,to) by q, and the neighborhood filter of a point
r of the topological space (-8, 2,,) by 4,@). If u is a filter of E and M
a subset, of E, we denote the trace of u in M by uy. The induced uni-
formity of M is, however, denoted by lo,nr instead of toirx,,. If I7 is a set
of lu and r apoint of E, theset,of allpoints g in E suchthat (m,y)€W
is denoted by Wlrl.

l. Minimal Cauehy filters. A filter u of a uniform spa,ce (E,w) is
called open, if it has a base every set of which is open in the topology z,r-
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ft is called a Cauchy filter, if for every set W of rc there exists a seb A
of u suchlhat AxAcW. lf u isaCauchyfilterof (E,to), thenits
trace uy in an arbitrary subspace (M,fo*) is a Cauchy filter of this
subspace.

A uniform space (.E, lu) is said to be complete, if every Cauchy filter of
(E,fo) is convergent in the uniform topology 4o, i.e. if it contains, &s a
subfamily, at least one neighborhood filter 2,,(r).

The family of all Cauchy filters of a uniform space (.8, to) is partially
ordered by inclusion. The maximal element of this partially ordered family
is the filter that consists of all subsets of .8, including the empty set A.
We denote this filter by o and call it the zero filter of D. The minimal
elements of the partially ordered family of all Cauchy filters are called
mi,nimal Cauchy filters. In other words, a Cauchv filter u of (E,rc) is
minimal, if from the relation b C u it necessarilv follorvs that the Cauchy
t"tä":.Jl"igrrilo"rrooa 

filter 2,,(r) i. u -irri*ut ca,chv flter and everv
minimal Cauchy filter is open. Furthermore, for everv Cauchv filter u I o

there exists a unique minimal Cauchy filter D such that D c u. It is
readily seen that if o and b are two minimal Cauchy filters, such that
A1B*A for every A in o andevery B in b, then c:b. fnfact,
the family c:{AUB:Ae a,B €b} is then a Cauchy filter. satisfying
ccc and cc6, and from thisitfollowsthat, o:c:b. Finallv.ir-e
observe that in a complete uniform space (.8, to) the family of all rninimal
Cauchy filters coincides u'ith the famil5, of all neighborhood fiiters z,r(r).

2. The construction ol E. Let (E,ro) be an arbitlarv uniform space.

We denote bV fr the set u'hose elements are
(a) the points of E,
(b) those minimal Cauchy filters of (8. to) tliat clo not coincicle l-ith any

neighborhood filter r,u(x).
We define a mapping q of E onto the familp' of all minimal Cauchr- filters
of (E,ro) by setting E@): t,u(r) for every .t' in -E ancl q1i') : i' for
every i in the class (b).

With every set, I{z of fu we associate the set Ii- consisting of all pairs
(i,!), for which there exists a set -4 e V@) n r{(y) such that AxA c lV.
It is easy to see that

for every pair (2, W) of sets of lu. X'rom this it immediatelv follows that
the family
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:W€M}

isabaseofafilter fr in fixi. W"willshowthat 6 isauniformltyfor E.
Since each g@) is a Cauchy filter, every pafu (i,7) belongs to every set

of the family 6. tfro. every set of ft contains the diagonal of E x E.

From the definition of the sets tr/ it immediately follows that each of
these sets is symmetric.

X'inally, lef fr be an arbitrary set of 8, and let V be a set, of tu such

that V o V cW. We consider an arbitrary element 1i,fi1 of f " t. tt
Z is an element of -ä such lhat (i,Z) and 12,fi1 belongto t, then there
exists a set .4 in V@) n qG) and a set B in q(4 n E(y) such that
AxAcV and BxBcV. Since AnB belongs to V(7)+o,
A n B is non-empty. From this it readily follows that A x B c
V " V c W and, consequently,

(AuB)x(AUB)cW,
if I{r is sSrunmetric. Since, on the other hand, A U B belongs to g@) n V(i),
the pair 1i,fi) th:us belongs to fr, and.we have

V oV c W

The filter fr is therefore a uniformity for E.

3. ^E as a subspace of E. We consider the trace 62, of the uniformity

ioin ExE.Let W be asetof tD. If (r,y)belongsto full(ExD),
then there exists a set A in q@) n q(y) : rro@) fi r,o(y) such that
A x A C W. The points r and y then belong to A and, consequently,
(r, y) belongs to A x A c I4z. Thus we have

frn(E x E) c ti'

A U B € z,r(") n r,r(U), the pair (*, y) there-

indicates that

ffi -{w

(r)

for every set W in D.
Conversely, let (u,A) be an arbitrary element of lV. Since zr(r) and

qr(y) arc Cauchy filters, there exists a set A in z,r(r) and a set B in
rro(A) such that AxAcW and BxBcW. For an arbitrary
element (u,a) of AxB we then get (u,u)e AxAcW,(r,y)eW
and (A,a) e B x B cW and, consequently, (u,a) e W3. We thus see

that A x B c Ws ar,d therefore

(AUB) x (A uB) cW',
if W is symmetric. Since

fore belongs to W3. This
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(2) wcffin(E x E)

for every symmetric set W in m. X'rom the relations (f ) and (2) it finally
follows that 6s -t0, and (E,to) is thus a subspace of 1fr, fr).

Now we show that .E is dense in (fr, z;;). In order to do this we con-

sider an arbitrary symmetric set, W of to and an arbitrary point ä of fr.
Since 9(ä) is a Cauchy filter of (E,ro), there exists a set' A of this filter
satisfying A x A c tr42. Since ä is not the zero filter, the set' A is non-
empty. Let a be a point of A. X'rom the Cauchy filter q@): q,(a) we
choose a set B such that B x B c W. Eor an arbitrary element (2, o)

of Ax B we then get (u,a)e AxAcW and (a,o)e BxBcW
and, consequently, (u, a) e I/2. X'rom this it follows, as before, that

(AUB)x(AUB)cW2.

Since -4. U B e v@) n E@), lhe pair (i,o) thus belongs to ffi. Therefore
we have

ffiralnE + a,

which shows that E is dense in (fr, fr).

4. The completeness of E. In this section
lemma, which will primarily be used in section

extent shorten the proof of the completeness

we first prove the followittg
6, but which will also to some

of fr,

Lemma: If M is a d,ense subspace of auniformspace E, then a--+a*
is a one-to-one mappi,ng from the family of all minimal Cau,chy filters of E
onto the familg of all mini'mal, Cauchy fi,lters of M.

Let first o be a minimal Cauchy filter of .8. Then oy is a Cauchy filter
in M and there exists, consequently, a minimal Cauchy filter u of M fot
which u c oM. Let ii be the filter of E, wilh u as a, base. If A were a

set of o, such that A O /1 would not belong to u, then -4 could not
belong to I, and thus T O o were a Cauchy filter of -E properly contained

in the minimal Cauchy filter o. This contradiction shows that u : oM,

and thus the trace in M of every minimal Cauchy filter of E is a minimal
Cauchy filter of. M.

Conversely, let u be a minimal Cauchy filter of ll4. This filter u is a
base of a Cauchy filter -u in E. Let b be a minimal Cauchy filter of E
such that u c T. Then we have by cT* : v and therefore b7s:1+1,

since boa is a Cauchy filter and u is minimal. Thus every minimal Cauchy
gilter of lI4 is the trace of at, least one minimal Cauchy filter of .8.
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At last we see that if o and b are two minimal Cauchy filters of -E

suchthat au:bu(#o since -n4 isdense),t'heneveryset'of o intersects

eyery set of b and, consequently, d: b. Our lemma is proved.

In ord.er to prove that (fr,6 ) is complete, we consider an arbitrary non-

zero Cauchy filter fr of (fr,6 ). we have to show that there exists at least

one point fr of fi such that q(ft) ci. Since there exists a minimal
Cauchy filter 6 satisfying 6 c fr, 'we may assume that fi is a minimal
Cauchy filter. X'rom our lemma it then follows that the tilace is of il is

a minimal Cauchy filter of (D,rD). Let i be a point of 'ä such that

V@) - itr. We show that

(3)

Since fr and z; (7) are minimal Cauchy filters, the assertion is proved,

if we show that every set of ii intersects every set of z6 (ä). To see this we

consid.er an arbitrary set Ä of it and. an arbitrary set W of n. Leb V
and. (J be symmetric sets of to such that Vz c W and UB c V. Since Z
is dense in 1fr,fr), we ca,n choose a point r from tfilnZ. X'rom the

relation (i, r) € fr it follorrs that there exists a set B in E@) ll E@) :
itrflqo(r) satisfying BxBcU. Since both Änn and B belong

to the non-zero filter fia, their intersection Å n A is non-empty. If y

is a point of. Z n B, then by (2)

(*,y)eB x B c

From this and from (rt, *) € fr c V it then follows that

i.e. that y efr|fi. This shows that the intersection 'fuWnZ i" non-
void and thus the equation (3) holds. n'rom this equation it finally follows

that ii converges to 7, and thus @,fr) is complete.

5. The postulate To. Let 1i,f;1 be an element of fr x -ä belongingto

every set iy. Eo, every set W of. to it then exists a sel M of E@) n q(i)
satisfying M x M c lfz. This shows that the family

c:{AtJB:AeE@),BeE(h}
is a Cauchy filter in (E,to). Since it is included in both E@) and q(fi),
we haye thus 9(i) : f,: E(fi). Thercfore we see that lt (i,i) is a pair of
elements of fr for which g@) + q(!), thenthere always exists a set I7 of

uc6cV

(fr,y) € t "V cTfl ,
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fr such that (i,r) e W. The sef Wlftl is then a neighborhood of fr that
does not conlairr_ i. This indicates that every point of fr - E is Tr-
separated from every other point of d.

6. The uniqueness of the completion. Let now (E,fr) and. (fr,6) Uu

two completions of (E,fD) satisfying the conditions of our theorem. Let i
be an arbitrary point of fr. Th"r, the trace %(i)s of q(i) is, according
to the lemma of section 4, a minimal Cauchy filter of (E,n). After this,
the same lemma shows that z5 (7)" is the trace in E of a minimal Cauchy
filter it of (fr,6;. Since (fr,fr) is complete, there exists a point, ft of h
such that fr : rG1ä;. fhus we see that v-ith every point i of fr we can

associate a point t of fr in such a way that

rfr (ft)E - r; (i ),(1)

If, in particular, 7 lies in E, we may obviously suppose thaf fr:fr.
Now we consid.er the mappine f , (fr,fr)--> (fi,6) defined by

f(*):i .

If ä isin fr-E,then ä isin fr-n. fnfact,if ä wereinE,then
ra(i)a: rA(ä)u: q(i)u

and, consequently, rn @) : rÅ(i). This is a contradiction, however, since

the points of fr - E are ?r-separated from other points of (.f, 6 ). If
i is an arbitrary point of fr - g, then z,; 1ä 1, is a minimal Cauchy filter
of. (E,to) and, a,s a consequence, there exists a point fr of fr such that

l;(i)s: t;(ft), .

By (+) we then have z6 $@)): 16(A), i.e. f(r): ä. Since / is the iden-
tity in E,fr, belongs to ,fr - Z. This shows thaf f is a mapping from
fr - A onto fr - Z. Finally we observe that if f(i) : f(!), then

rfr(i)s: qff(ft))p: qff(h), : r;(il)s

and, consequently, rfi(ft) : q(il). From this it follows, if 7 and i belong
to fi - E, that fr: g. This indicates that / is a one-to-one mapping
from n - g onto fr - g. Since it coincid.es in E with the identity
mapping, it is thus a one-to-one ma,p from fr onto fr.

Next we prove fhat f is a uniform isomorphism. Because of the sym-
metry it suffices to show tirrat f is uniformly continuous. Let fr b" un
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arbitr ary symmetric set of lö. Since the restriction f lR ,

is uniformly continuous, there exists a set W in Io such

(5) itrun(il x E)cfrr.

(E,ro) + (fr,fr)
that

We consider an arbitrary point 1i,!1 of I4l. From (a)it fotlows that there
exists a symmetric set f of l0 such that f c fr ara

(6) frqnn cfryy7llnD,vrnnn cfrrf@\nE .

Since -E is dense in fr, we can choose a point r from iy4 n E and. a
point y from VfilnA. n'rom the relations (*,i),(il,ileV cfr and,

@,h e fr it foilo*s that (r, A) e fr, and,therefore, by (5), that (r, y) e fu.
On the other hand, by (6) r e Wy71*11 and. y e frlf 0)1, i.e. (f (fr), e e fr
and. (y,f @D efr ard,, consequently, (f (il),f 0» efur. Thus we see that
from (i, Tll e if it always follows thar ff@), f (l» e frr. fniu prorres that f
is a uniform isomorphism, as we wished to show.

We have seen that the identity mapping i,:(E,to)-+(Z,to) can be

extended to a uniform isomorphism f ,(fr,6)* (fr,fr). It remains to be
shown that this extension is unique. fn order to see this, we suppose that
g i(fr,6)--* @,fi) is another such extension and that f(fr) I g(i). Then
the points f(i) and. g(7) belong to fr - E and.,as a, consequence, r6$(i))
* %(g(ft)). X'rom this it follows, since the neighborhood filters are minimal
Cauchy filters, that there exist disjoint sets ä e qg@)) and 6 e q@@)).
On the other hand, we see that, since / and g arc conhinuous, there exists
a neighborhood d of ä such that f(U)cÅ and. s(0)c.d. Since Z is
d.ense in fr, we c&n choose a point r from t n n. Then the point
r:f(r):S@) belongs to f(U)nS@) and, consequently, to Ånk.
This contradiction shows thal f is unique.

7. Proof o[ the corollary. No'w. v,e suppose that (E,n) is a uniform
?o-space and show that then @,fr) is a ?o-space, too. We have seen above
that every point of A - g is Zo-separated from every other point of ,fr.

Thus we only have to consider trvo points r and y, both belonging to
D. If they are not Zo-separated, then z;(r) : ,; (y) and, consequently,

%(r)u: ,A(y)u. On the other hand, since both z;; (r), and 2,,(r) are
minimal Cauchy filters in (E,to) and since every set of the former filter
intersects every set of the latter filter (at r), we see that z;; (r)s : trr(ru)
and, likewise, rl,(y)s: r,u(U). Thus z,r(r) : r,u(A), from which it finally
follows, since (.8, ro) is a ?o-space, that r: y. This completes the proof
of the corollary.
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